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Outline

 ATLAS Tile Calorimeter 
 Test Beam setup
 Tile Calorimeter response to 16 - 30 GeV hadrons 

(ATL-COM-TILECAL-2019-026[1]) - Data vs MC for:
● Pions  
● Kaons 
● Protons

 Summary
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ATLAS Tile Calorimeter
Principle of TileCal: 

 The defining role of hadron calorimetry is to measure the energies of jets. 
 Measure light produced by charged partcles in plastc scintllator. 
 Scint. light from tles collected by WLS fibers and delivered to PMTs.
 Tile readout is grouped into pseudo-projectve geometry cells. Each cell is read 

out by 2 PMTs except special cells.
 Each barrel consist of 11 tle rows, which form 3 longitudinal layers.
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Test Beam setup
Motivaton:
 High Luminosity upgrade of the LHC  – increase of instantaneous luminosity by a factor of 5-10. 
 New electronics - withstand a much higher radiaton dose as well as a increased demand for data throughput.

TileCal modules equipped with Phase-II upgrade electronics 
together with modules equipped with the legacy system 
where exposed to diferent partcles and energies, coming 
from SPS accelerator, in the test-beam campaigns during 
2015 – 2018. 
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Results presented are obtained using:
● 16, 18, 20 and 30 GeV hadron beams
● η = - 0.25 (A3 cell) projectve configuraton

Beam line
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Hadrons
 The role of the hadron in calorimetry: to measure the energy and 

the angle of isolated hadrons and jets.

 To achieve a good performance, the study of the sub-detector 
response to isolated hadrons is important. 

 The characterizaton of the response of the ATLAS Tile calorimeter 
to hadrons is important to probe, validate and improve the 
modeling of the jets energy characterizaton of the ATLAS 
simulaton using the GEANT4 toolkit.

 In this talk, the measurements of the Tile calorimeter response 
and resoluton to positve pions and kaons and protons, with 
energies in the range 16-30 GeV will be presented.

 The results are compared with the simulated data produced using 
the GEANT4 toolkit: FTFP_BERT_ATL Physics list was used.  
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Event selecton
Test beam is a mixture of p, π, K, e, μ partcles.

To clean the beam and separate hadrons:

● Muons are rejected: The sum of the energy deposited in the calorimeter 
cells - Eraw > 5 GeV.

● The selecton chain applied on Cherenkov counters for 18 GeV beam is 
visualized in figures:

p/K partcles are separaton 
from π/e by applying cuts on 

Cher1 and Cher3

Kaons separaton from the 
protons using Cher2 cut

Muon rejecton
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e/π separaton
The electron components in e/π samples were determined with 
the help of two shower profile parameters:

● Clong - the fracton of the nominal beam energy, deposited in 
the layer A of the barrels

● Ctot- a measure of the spread of the energy deposited in the 
cells.

● The electron (pion) Ctot distributon is well

described by one (two) Gaussian(s) - confirmed by MC.

● Number of electrons are extracted from Ctot fit.

electrons
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Energy distributons

● Lower mean energy due to the non-compensatng nature of the calorimeter.

● Mean value of the response of the kaons falls in between protons and pions.

● Distributons are fiied with Gaussian functons in a region of ± 2σ.

● The μ and σ parameters of Gaussian fits are used to estmate: the 
measurement responses E〈 raw  〉 and resolutons σraw.

● MC: 20.3.7.7 used geant4.10.1.patch03.atlas01

● As in the ATLAS detector, the energy 
deposited in a cell of the TB detector - 
E

c
raw, is determined using the Optmal 

Filter method[2].

● The shower energy Eraw is the sum of 
the energy deposited in the 
calorimeter cells.

● Only cells with |E
c
raw| > 2σ

noise
 were 

considered in the sum, which mostly 
selects contguous cells, around the 
hit cell. 
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Energy distributons for π

● Applying cuts on Cherenkov counters leaves us with 
pion sample that is contaminated by the electrons.

● The pion energy distributons were obtained 
subtractng, bin per bin, the distributons of 
simulated electron from the ones of e/π data sample 
events.

where N[Eraw (e)] is normalized to 1 and the number 
of electrons, Ne was determined using the Ctot 
distributon fit.

Afer subtracton
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Energy response ratos vs beam energy
The energy response rato:

A quanttatve comparison between experimental
and simulated results is described as:

The ranges of variaton of                are:
• Pions – 2%
• Kaons – 1%
• Protons – 2%

The hadron energy response rato can be parametrized 
as a functon of the beam energy according to[3]:

                                                           
Fh - the non-electromagnetc energy component of showers induced by incident hadrons of energy Ebeam,
E0 - the energy at which multple pion producton becomes significant,
m - the relaton between the average multplicity of secondary partcles and the fracton of π0s, 
e/h - the rato of the EM and hadronic components of showers.

Functon can be rewriien as:
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Fractonal resolutons vs 1 ⁄ √E
beam

The fractonal resoluton:

A quanttatve comparison between experimental

and simulated results is described as:

The ranges of variaton of              are:

• Pions – 4%

• Kaons – 10%

• Protons – 3%

The resoluton can be parametrized according to:

a - the stochastc term, 

b - the cell response non-uniformity,  

The symbol  indicates the sum in quadrature.⊕
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Response and resoluton double ratos
Ratos of hadron responses and resoluton as a functon of the 
nominal beam energy:

                                       ,                          ,

                                       ,                          .

● The measured energy resoluton of kaons (protons) difers 
by about 4% (12%) from the pion one. 

● Measured kaon (proton) response is about 3% (8%) smaller

than pion response. The proton rato dependence on energy 
was observed.

● The determinatons of data and MC agree within the 
uncertaintes.

● Deviatons of MC from data is the order of a few percent.
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F
h 
ratos

Ratos of non-electromagnetc energy component of showers 
as a functon of the nominal beam energy:
 

                                                                                          ,

                                                                       

                                                                             

As hadron energy increases the Fh in data shows:

● an increase from 1.12 to 1.13 for kaons; 

● a decrease from 1.34 to 1.23 for protons.

In the Groom’s paper[3] the Fh  changes in the range between 
1.15 and 1.20 at energies greater than 200 GeV.
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Summary
 Three modules of the ATLAS Tile Calorimeter were exposed to test beams from the Super 

Proton Synchrotron (SPS) accelerator at CERN during 2015-2018.

 The measurements of the energy response and resoluton of the Tile Calorimeter to positvely 
charged pions, kaons and protons, with energy in the range 16 to 30 GeV are reported:

● The energy response ratos and the fractonal resolutons were determined with an uncertainty smaller 
than 2%. 

● For pions and kaons: the results obtained using simulated and experimental data agree within the 
uncertaintes;

● For protons: energy response rato determinatons agree within the uncertaintes, though the 
fractonal resolutons obtained using simulated proton data are significantly smaller than the response 
obtained analyzing experimental data. The determinaton obtained analyzing simulated data agree 
within the uncertaintes.

● The ratos between the responses to the purely EM and the hadronic components of showers (e/h) 
equal to 1.36 ± 0.03 was obtained using pion data, in agreement with a previous measurement.

● The pion resoluton as a functon of the energy is parametrized with a stochastc term a = 47 ± 3 
[%GeV1/2] and a constant term b = 4.7 ± 0.7%. The values of a and b are consistent within two sigmas 
with a previous determinaton.
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Thank you!
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Backup
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ATLAS detector
 The TileCal is the central hadronic calorimeter within the ATLAS at the LHC situated at CERN, Geneva.

 The TileCal is composed of four barrel sectons (two central and two extended barrels), each containing 64 
azimuthal slices.

 The Phase II Upgrade of the LHC plans to increase the present instantaneous luminosity by a factor of 5-10. 
will need to withstand a much higher radiaton dose as well as a increased demand for data throughput.
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     Beam line
The beams were produced by extractng 400 GeV protons from the Super Proton 
Synchrotron (SPS) machine.

Beam line elements:
 Two wire chambers (BC1/BC2) - The transverse beam profile is monitored by.
 Two scintllators (S1/S2) - an actve surface of 5 × 5 cm 2, in coincidence they 

trigger the data acquisiton and provide the trigger tming. 
 The Cherenkov counters (Ch1, Ch2 and Ch3) - allow the beam partcle 

identficaton.
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Signal reconstructon 
● The analog signal from PMTs is shaped and sampled every 25 ns.

● Several methods exist to reconstruct amplitude (A), tme (T) and quality factor (QF).

● Used method for this analysis is the Optmal Filter[2]: weighted sum of measured samples, 
designed to minimize the noise:

S
i
 - ith sample

n - number of samples 

A - amplitude of the signal (Eopt)

T - the phase with respect to the expected sampling tme (Topt) 

QF - quality factor of the reconstructon.

Iteratve optmal filter: multple iteratons to find correct positon of the peak.
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Calibraton procedure in Tile Calorimeter

● A [ADC] - Signal amplitude obtained using the Optmal filter reconstructon method.

● CADC→pC  - Charge injecton system (CIS) : Charges in Pico Coulomb of known values are injected into 
read out electronics. The CIS constant  gives the relaton between the value of a charge and the 
signal amplitude.

● (1/CpC→GeV) -  Conversion factor (EM scale calibraton constant) between the measured charge in 
pC and the energy of the incident electron. 

● CCs - Cesium system (Cs) : 137Cs  γ – source embedded in a capsule, moves with a constant speed 
inside the stainless steel tubes through all the calorimeter volume exitng all the scintllatng tles. 
It is the main tool to equalize  the calorimeter cells responses.

● Clas  - Laser system: Sends laser pulses of known intensites into the photocathodes of PMTs. It's 
aim is to monitor the response of PMTs and provide additonal calibraton factor.

● Cμ – Correcton of the EM scale, due to the diferent sizes of the cells and the positon of the CS 
stainless steel tubes.

E
channel

 [Gev] = A [ADC]  · C
ADC→pC 

 ·  C
pC->GeV  

·  C
Cs  

·  C
Las

 ·  C
μ
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Systematc uncertaintes 

Several sources of systematic uncertainties were considered in the study:

● Systematic uncertainty 1 affects only pion determinations. It corresponds to the statistical uncertainty on the 
determination of the number of electrons contaminating the e/π samples.

● The electron contamination was determined studying the Ctot distributions of the e/π sample events with Clong ≥ Clong
min = 

0.6. In systematic uncertainty 2 different values of C long
min were considered: Clong

min=0.5 and Clong
min=0.7 respectively. 

● Effects due to the miss-modeling of the Ctot distributions used to determine the number of electrons contaminating the 
e/π samples was estimated comparing the results obtained using three Gaussian functions fits with the ones obtained 
using two Gaussian functions fits.

● The effects of the uncertainty on the distribution of the z coordinates of the electron impact point on the determinations 
was estimated using the Eraw distributions of the events with a z value corresponding to so called “high energy events”, 
and “low energy events”, respectively.

● Cherenkov cuts: determinations obtained using the events with modified Cherenkov cuts: SCh1 ≤ 400 [ADC counts] and 
SCh1 ≤ 250 [ADC counts], respectively. 

● Cherenkov cuts: For proton beam energies, selecting the events with SCh2 ≤ 2000 [ADC counts].

● The effect of the uncertainty on the scale of the reconstructed cell energy ∆Cc
EM  on the measurements was also 

investigated.
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